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Abstract

The Any Light Particle Search II (ALPS II) is an experiment currently being built at DESY
in Hamburg, Germany, that will use a light-shining-through-a-wall (LSW) approach to search for
axion-like particles. ALPS II represents a significant step forward for these types of experiments
as it will use 24 superconducting dipole magnets, along with dual high-finesse, 122 m long optical
cavities. This paper gives the first comprehensive recipe for the realization of the idea, proposed
over 30 years ago, to use optical cavities before and after the wall to increase the power of the
regenerated photon signal. The experiment is designed to achieve a sensitivity to the coupling
between axion-like particles and photons down to gαγγ = 2 × 10−11GeV−1 for masses below
0.1 meV, more than three orders of magnitude beyond the sensitivity of previous laboratory
experiments. The layout and main components that define ALPS II are discussed along with
plans for reaching design sensitivity. An accompanying paper (Hallal, et al [1]) offers a more
in-depth description of the heterodyne detection scheme, the first of two independent detection
systems that will be implemented in ALPS II.

1 Introduction

While the standard model has been extremely successful, a variety of phenomena suggest that it
is still an incomplete description of our universe. One example of this is known as the strong CP
problem in quantum chromodynamics (QCD), in which a term in the QCD Lagrangian will break
CP symmetry if one of it constituent variables has a non zero value [2]. While, as an angle, it
appears that this variable should be of order unity, no violations of CP symmetry in the strong force
have ever been measured [3].

The solution proposed by Peccei and Quinn was to promote this variable to a dynamic field
associated with a new elementary particle called the axion. This pseudo-Goldstone boson is char-
acterized by the energy scale of the Peccei-Quinn symmetry breaking: the axion mass as well as its
coupling strengths to standard model particles is inversely proportional to this energy scale. Experi-
mental results indicate that the energy scale is far beyond the reach of particle accelerators resulting
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Figure 1: ALPS II target sensitivity, shown in the transparent blue region, along with current
exclusion limits for axion-like-particles given in blue for the helioscopes [6], dark blue for the LSW
experiments [7, 8, 9], light blue for dark matter haloscopes [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18], and
green for the astronomical observations [19, 20, 21]. Regions of the parameter space which offer hints
of their existence are shown in red [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31]. Please note that several
exclusion limits rely on mostly untested assumptions such as axions or axion-like particles making
up 100% of the dark matter in the milky way, structures of galactic and intergalactic magnetic fields,
or axion and axion-like particles production in dense stellar plasmas.

in very light-weight and very weakly coupled axions. These axions would also couple to photons via
the following term in the Lagrangian [2, 4, 5]:

La = gaγγφa ~E · ~B (1)

Here gaγγ is the axion-photon coupling strength, φa is the axion field, the oscillating electric field is

given by ~E, and ~B represents a static magnetic field.
As it happens axions could be the cause of a number of other phenomena that the standard model

also fails to explain. While the most prominent example of this is the existence of cold dark matter
[32], other anomalies such as stellar cooling rates that exceed predictions may also be explained by
axions [28]. Furthermore, ‘axion-like’ particles which are not themselves the QCD axion, but share
similar characteristics to it could explain other anomalous observations such as the transparency of
the universe to TeV photons [27]. All of these hints are shown as the red regions in the axion-like
particle parameter space in Figure 1.

One of the most promising strategies for axion searches involves the Sikivie effect, where in the
presence of an external magnetic field, an axion will generate a photon [33]. There are a number of
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LB = 106 m 

PPC = 150 kW

Production Cavity Regeneration Cavity

η > 0.9 DET

βRC > 10,000

Figure 2: Experimental layout of ALPS II. The circulating fields in each cavity propagate through
560 T · m of the magnetic field times length product, with its length shown as LB and the field
strength given by B0. The power inside the PC, shown as solid red, will be at least 150 kW, while
the resonant enhancement of the RC β

RC
, must be greater than 10,000. The coupling efficiency

between the PC and RC, given by η, will be at least 0.9, with the projected spatial mode of the
PC shown as the dotted purple line. A wall between the cavities prevents any light from the PC
from directly entering the RC while a half wave plate (HWP) after the high power laser enables the
polarization of the laser to be controlled with respect to the magnetic field. The axion like particle
beam is seen as the blue line with the regenerated photon signal represented by the dotted red line
that is incident on the detector at the right side of the diagram.

experiments that try to use this effect to observe axion-like particles and their designs are largely
dependent on their respective sources of axions. Haloscopes such as ADMX and MADMAX look
for axions that reside in the dark matter halo using microwave resonators immersed in a magnetic
field [12, 34]. Helioscopes such as CAST and IAXO use the sun as a source of ultra-relativistic
axions that then are converted to photons in a magnetic field and detected with X-ray telescopes
placed at the end of the magnet [6, 35]. In contrast to these searches, light-shining-through-a-wall
(LSW) experiments take place entirely in the laboratory using a high-power laser (HPL) propagating
through a magnetic field. This generates a beam of axion-like particles that travel through a light-
tight wall into a second magnetic field region where some of these axion-like particles convert back to
photons [36]. The current limits on the axion-photon coupling from these different types of searches
are shown as the solid blue regions in Figure 1, while limits from astronomical observations are
shown as the solid green regions.

It is worth emphasizing that LSW experiments make no assumptions regarding the natural
prevalence of any of these particles, but merely probe the interactions themselves without the need
for an external source. These experiments can therefore determine the photon-coupling strength
independent of any astrophysical models, while solar searches and haloscopes, not only depend on
the coupling strength, but also rely on models of the axion-flux.

The Any Light Particle Search II (ALPS II) [37] is a LSW experiment currently under construc-
tion at DESY in Hamburg, Germany. With DESY as the host site, the experiment takes advantage
of the tunnels, magnets, and cryogenic infrastructure formerly used by the HERA accelerator. It
will use 122 m long optical cavities to resonantly enhance the electromagnetic field on both sides of
the wall and is designed to increase the photon regeneration rate by twelve orders of magnitude over
earlier LSW experiments [38, 39, 40, 41]. Like all LSW experiments, ALPS II will not only probe the
existence of pseudo-scalar fields whose coupling to electromagnetic fields is described by Equation 1,
but also scalar fields whose coupling can be described by the Lagrangian:

Ls = gaγγφs( ~E
2 − ~B2). (2)

Experimentally, while the pseudo-scalar fields from Equation 1 require the polarization of the E-field
and the B-field to be parallel, scalar fields require that the polarization of the E-field is orthogonal
to the B-field. A signal running in both polarization modes with no observed polarization depen-
dence on the production rate could be detected as well. This may indicate the existence of other
types of Weakly Interacting Sub-eV Particles (WISPs) that are produced by kinetic mixing such
as millicharged particles or hidden sector photons which do not require a static magnetic field to
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Table 1: Top level requirements for the first ALPS II science run targeting a sensitivity of gαγγ =
2.8× 10−11 GeV−1 (adapted from [43]).

Requirement

TLR1 > 150 kW power circulating in PC (fundamental mode, linearly polarized, 1064 nm)

TLR2 Parallel and perpendicular polarization adjustment possibility with respect to the
magnetic field

TLR3 Coupling between the axion mode and the RC fundamental mode: η > 90% (power
ratio)

TLR4 RC resonant enhancement β
RC

> 10 000

TLR5 Detector sensitive enough to exclude a reconverted photon rate > 2.8× 10−5/s with
a 95% confidence level within 20 days

TLR6 Magnetic field × length product of 560 T·m for PC and RC magnet string

interact with photons [42]. In the following, we refer to particles whose interaction strength depends

on ~B as axion-like particles, however the observation of any such particle would represent a profound
discovery as it would be the first detection of an interaction beyond the standard model.

With a target sensitivity of 2 × 10−11 GeV−1, ALPS II aims to go beyond the current CAST
limits by a factor of ∼3 for masses below 0.1 meV, investigating a new region of the axion-like
particle parameter space that is occupied by hints from both stellar cooling excesses and the TeV
transparency. In addition to this, ALPS II will also be the first model independent search in a
significant region of the parameter space explored by CAST.

To achieve this, the entire optical setup including the two cavities must be tightly controlled
to maintain and accurately calibrate the coupling of the generated axion field to the cavities. The
following text will focus primarily on the core components that define the optical system for the
experiment and discuss how we plan to reach the targeted sensitivity, while also providing a set of
top level requirements for the subsystems. A complementary paper [1], builds on the work presented
here and describes the heterodyne detection scheme (HET) in more detail.

1.1 ALPS II

As mentioned earlier, the optical system for ALPS II will consist of two 122 m long, high-finesse
optical cavities whose circulating fields will propagate through strings of 12 superconducting HERA
dipole magnets [44], as shown in Figure 2. A current of 5.7 kA will flow through the 8.8 m long
dipoles and produce a magnetic field of 5.3 T giving a product of the magnetic field and length of
B0L = 560 T·m on each side of the wall. Inside the production cavity (PC) on the left side of the
wall, photons will generate axion-like particles, shown as the tranparent blue line in Figure 2, with
an identical energy and spatial mode, shown as the purple dotted line. These particles pass through
the light-tight barrier on the central optical bench (COB) before they enter the regeneration cavity
(RC) where they convert back to photons, shown as the dotted red line. The regenerated photon
rate,

nreg =
η

16
(gaγγF (qLB)B0LB)

4 PPC

hν
βRC , (3)

scales with (gaγγB0L)
4

and is proportional to the power inside the PC in terms of photons per second,
PPC/hν, and the resonant enhancement βRC of the RC [45]. The form factor can be approximated
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by the following equation with LB representing the 106 m length of each magnet string.

|F (qL
B

)| ≈
∣∣∣∣ 2

qL
B

sin

(
qL

B

2

)∣∣∣∣(
q =

m2
a

2hν

) (4)

This is a typical phase matching condition which accounts for the possible mass ma, of the relativisitic
axion-like particles. For masses ma < 0.1 meV, the form factor is essentially unity in ALPS II. For
a more detailed discussion on this please see [45].

The coupling efficiency η between the relativistic axion field and the eigenmode of the RC takes
into account all transversal and spectral mismatches between the axion mode, which is identical
to the PC eigenmode, and the eigenmode of the RC. Here η is given in terms of axion to photon
coupling and therefore the axion field to electromagnetic field coupling would be given by

√
η. It

will be possible to verify η before and after measurement runs by opening a shutter in the light tight
barrier and allowing the PC transmitted field to couple to RC.

Table 1 lists the top level requirements (TLR) of ALPS II. While the long magnet string (TLR 6)
provides a sensitivity gain of ∼ 25 in gaγγ when compared to ALPS I, TLR 1, requiring a PC internal
power of 150 kW, and TLR 4, requiring an RC resonant enhancement β

RC
> 10 000, together

increase the sensitivity of the experiment by a factor of ∼ 40, demonstrating the importance of
the optical system. Achieving both of these requirements depends on the coatings and surface
roughnesses of the cavity mirrors as well as clipping losses in the magnet strings. This will be
discussed further in section 2. It should be noted TLR 4 is not far from the limits of what is possible
for mirrors of these dimensions with state of the art polishing techniques. TLR 3 refers to the
coupling of the axion field to the RC and is discussed in section 3. TLR 5 not only establishes
requirements on the sensitivity of the detection systems, but can also be used to set the maximum
permissible background signal due to stray light coupling from the PC to the detectors.

The first science run will be a search based on the above listed parameters that could set an
upper limit of gαγγ = 2.8× 10−11/GeV corresponding to an upper limit on the regenerated photon
rate of 2.8 × 10−5/s or roughly 2.4 photons per 24 h of valid data. This search will be followed
by a scalar particle search at the same sensitivity by changing the polarization (TLR 2). We will
then attempt to improve the sensitivity by increasing the PC circulating power, the RC resonant
enhancement, and the duty cycle to aim for gαγγ = 2× 10−11/GeV or better [43] for pseudo-scalar
and scalar particles.

1.2 Detection Systems

ALPS II will have the benefit of using two independent detection systems, each with very different
systematic uncertainties, to measure the reconverted photons. This will help increase confidence in
signals that are observed with the same strength in both detectors. The detectors themselves require
different optical systems in order to be operated and therefore cannot be used in parallel.

The first detection scheme to be implemented will be the HET, described in an accompanying
paper in this journal [1]. The HET measures the interference beatnote between a laser, referred to
as the local oscillator (LO), and the regenerated photon field on a photodetector. Demodulating
the electronic signal from this photodetector at the known difference frequency will create a signal
proportional to the regenerated field strength that can be integrated over the measurement time τ .
The regenerated photon signal will thus accumulate proportional to τ while the background signal
from laser shot noise will sum incoherently and thus be proportional to

√
τ [46].

A transition edge sensor (TES) will be used in the second detection system [47]. In contrast
to the HET system based on interference effects, the TES system will count individual photons.
The TES consists of an absorptive tungsten film which is held at a temperature at the threshold of
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Table 2: Parameters of the ALPS II cavities

Parameter (symbol/acronym) Value

Length (L
PC/RC

) 122 m

Free spectral range (FSR) 1.2 MHz

Half-width-half-maximum (HWHM) 15 ± 2.5 Hz

End mirror radius of curvature (R) 214± 6 m

1/e2 waist radius (w0) 6.0 mm

1/e2 end mirror beam radius (wm) 9.2 mm

Divergence half angle (θDiv) 57 µrad

RC resonant enhancement (β) 16 000± 2 000

superconductivity. When a photon is absorbed by the tungsten it will lead to a slight increase in its
temperature. This will suddenly raise the resistance of the chip causing a drop in the bias current
that is flowing through it. This current drop can be measured over an inductive coil with a su-
perconducting quantum interference device. Therefore, the reconverted photons can be individually
counted as these pulses occur, with an energy resolution of ∼ 7%.

2 ALPS II Cavities

Both the PC and RC will be plano-concave cavities with a stability parameter g = 0.43. The
curved mirrors will be located at the end stations of the experiment while the flat mirrors will be
at the center as shown in Figure 2. The radius of curvature of the mirrors at the end stations
were chosen such that the Rayleigh lengths of the cavity eigenmodes, zR, are equal to the length of
their corresponding magnet strings. This geometry will help minimize aperture losses in the cavities
while also avoiding higher order mode degeneracies that would occur if the cavities were exactly
half-confocal. The configuration also ensures that the eigenmodes of both cavities can have a high
spatial overlap as the nominally identical Gaussian beam waists are located on the flat mirrors. The
distance between the flat cavity mirrors (< 1 m) is much smaller than the Rayleigh length (∼ 106 m)
of the modes rendering the resulting loss in coupling negligible compared to other contributions.

The cavity eigenmodes will need to be centered within the beam tube of the magnet string to
reduce clipping losses. The diameter of the beam tube is nominally 55 mm, however since the magnets
were originally used to steer protons around the arcs of the HERA accelerator, their central axis
followed a curvature of 600 m and therefore required straightening. This process was very successful,
and expanded the free apertures of the magnets from ∼37 mm to between 46 and 51 mm [44]. The
largest free aperture magnets will be used near the end stations where the beam size and risk of
clipping losses is the highest.

The magnets along with the rest of the vacuum system that will house the cavities are now aligned
within ± 200 µm and ± 1 µrad of a line defining the theoretical optical axis of the experiment. The
cavity mirrors will then be placed within ± 1 mm and ± 8 µrad of the resulting central line of the
combined magnet string, reducing clipping losses inside the two cavities to below 1 ppm.

2.1 Regeneration cavity

The resonant enhancement provided by the regeneration cavity:

βRC ≈
4T

out

(T
out

+ T
b

+ ρ)
2 , (5)
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is very similar to the power build-up ratio between the input power and the maximum circulating
power for a generic optical cavity. In this case, it expresses the gain in signal power at the de-
tector due to the amplification of the cavity. As Equation 5 shows, it depends on the losses and
transmissivities of each mirror. Here T

out
is the transmissivity of the mirror located nearest to the

main regenerated photon detector while T
b

is the transmissivity of the other cavity mirror. Ideally,
the maximum resonant enhancement occurs when the RC has minimal round-trip losses ρ, and the
mirror transmissivities are as low as possible and the cavity is in the so-called ‘impedance matched’
configuration where T

out
= T

b
+ ρ.

Losses in our cavities are expected to be dominated by the surface roughness of the mirrors and
the associated scattering of light. Simulations using measured surface maps of the actual mirror
substrates predict that the scatter losses inside the cavity will likely be between 40 and 60 ppm per
round-trip. Operating the RC in an ‘over-coupled configuration’ (Tout > T

b
+ ρ) will simplify the

HET detection scheme as it will allow for a more stable power in the LO at the science photodetector
[1]. Therefore, to be conservative, we decided to use 100 ppm as the design value for T

out
for the

initial science run. T
b

will then be 5 ppm since the HET also requires some nonzero transmission for
this mirror to realize the sensing and control scheme. This is discussed in more detail in Section 3.

The dielectric cavity mirror coatings consist of alternating λ/4 layers of silica and tantala to
minimize the absorptive losses; note that the same coatings will also be used in the PC where
laser beam absorption will lead to thermal distortions of the cavity eigenmode. These mirrors were
received and measured to have transmissivities of ∼ 110 ppm and ∼ 6.7 ppm at normal incidence
which results in an expected resonant enhancement of

β
RC
≈ 16 000 ± 2 000 (6)

given the expected scattering losses and their corresponding uncertainty.

2.2 Production cavity

Using mirrors with the same specifications for the PC means its power build-up factor is expected
to be 16 000±2 000, identical to the resonant enhancement of the RC. The PC will be seeded with a
linear polarized laser beam from a single frequency, low noise laser system operating at 1064 nm. This
system is based on a nonplanar-ring-oscillator (Coherent Mephisto 2000) amplified by a neoVAN
4S-HP amplifier (similar to [48]) giving a maximum output power of 70 W. A frequency stabilization
system with a control bandwidth of ∼ 300 kHz will maintain the resonance of the laser with respect
to the length of the PC using the standard Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) technique [49, 50]. The
sensing scheme and the loop gain are expected to keep the laser frequency within a hundredth of
the half-width-half-maximum (HWHM) of the cavity resonance corresponding to a relative power
noise inside the cavity to a RMS value <100 ppm.

The input optics between the high-power laser (HPL) and the PC will also be equipped with an
automatic alignment system based on a differential wavefront sensing (DWS) scheme. This system
uses a pair of quadrant photodetectors (QPDs) which measure the lateral shift and angular offset
between the laser mode and the cavity eigenmode [51]. These signals are then fed back to a pair
of actuators to maintain the alignment of the laser into the cavity. The goal is to also limit the
RMS relative power noise inside the cavity due to alignment fluctuations to <100 ppm for each
degree of freedom. The entire system will guarantee that the total relative power noise stays below
0.1% RMS, which should be sufficient to reduce the impact of dynamic thermal effects on the HET
[1]. The input optics for the PC will also employ a half-waveplate to rotate the polarization of the
circulating field with respect to the polarity of the magnet string. This will satisfy TLR2 and allow
the experiment to search for either scalar or pseudo-scalar particles.

This combination of the HPL and cavity finesse may allow powers as high as 1 MW inside the
PC, however, the final power level will likely be limited by the absorption in the HR coating layers
of the two cavity mirrors. There are a number of ways this absorbed light could lead to thermal
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Table 3: Requirements for fulfilling TLR3

Parameter (symbol) Requirement

Axion coupling to RC (η) >90%

Coherence (η
∆f

) >95%

dynamic phase noise (∆φSD) <0.2 rad

static frequency offset (∆f) <1.5 Hz

Spatial overlap (η
T

) >95%

Angular alignment (∆θ) <5.7 µrad

Transversal shift (∆x) <1.2 mm

effects that cause higher intracavity losses. For example, point absorbers heating up on the surface
of the mirror could cause the formation of low spatial frequency features which, in turn, leads to an
increase in the scattering losses [52, 53]. Absorption in the mirror coatings could also cause the size
of the mode circulating in the PC to change and lead to additional clipping loses from the beam
tube [54]. The loss in sensitivity due to the mode mismatch between the cavity eigenmodes as the
PC mirrors heat up is expected to be insignificant in comparison. Nevertheless, 150 kW with the
beam size on the PC mirror is roughly equivalent to the peak circulating intensity in the aLIGO
pre-mode cleaner and is therefore expected to be attainable [55].

3 Maintaining the Axion Field Coupling to the RC

The primary obstacles to optimizing the coupling of the axion field to the RC are related to maintain-
ing its coherence and spatial mode matching with respect to the RC eigenmode. These parameters
will depend on the residual changes of the frequency and spatial mode of the PC circulating field
with respect to the RC. As Table 3 shows, we allow each to contribute a 5% loss of the signal to meet
the 90% coupling efficiency listed under TLR 3. Here we can also see that each of these requirements
can be further subdivided into requirements on specific parameters of the optical system. The fol-
lowing sections discuss how each of these requirements are derived and how the optical system will
work to satisfy them.

3.1 Coherence of the PC field with the RC

Maintaining the coherence between the electromagnetic field regenerated from the axion beam and
the RC eigenmode is critical to ALPS II achieving its target sensitivity. Therefore, the optical system
is designed such that the regenerated field should experience no more than 5% average reduction
from its optimal resonant enhancement over the duration of the measurement due to its frequency
noise with respect to the RC resonance frequency. This requirement is further divided into one on
static frequency offset, denoted by ∆f , and one on the dynamic phase noise, denoted by ∆φ

SD
. As

the regenerated field is a replica of the field circulating in the PC, the first challenge is to accurately
tune the frequency of the PC transmitted field to be resonant with the RC. The second challenge is
to precisely control the phase of the PC transmitted field around this nominal value.

3.1.1 PC Tuning

The signal loss in regenerated photons due to a small offset of ∆f in the frequency of the PC
transmitted light relative to a resonance frequency of the RC is quadratic in the offset and can be
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approximated by the following expression.

1− η∆f ≈
(

∆f

HWHM

)2

(7)

Here HWHM is the half-width half-max linewidth of the RC. To limit the loss of regenerated photons
to 1%, we require that the detuning is less than 10% of the HWHM or less than 1.5 Hz during the
science run.

As Figures 3 shows, the optical system when using the HET will control the frequency of the PC
transmitted field, ν

PC
, via a series of offset phase lock loops (PLLs). This will allow ν

PC
to track the

changes in the resonance frequency of the RC due to the presence of environmental noise. To do this
the LO is stabilized to the length of the RC with a high bandwidth control loop (>300 kHz) ensuring
that the frequency of the transmitted LO field is equivalent to the RC resonance νRC . The phase
of the transmitted LO field, φRC , will therefore be encoded with the RC length noise. An auxiliary
laser, referred to as the reference laser (RL), will then be phase locked to ν

RC
with some offset f0

giving it a frequency ν
RL

= ν
RC

+ f0. By setting f0 6= FSR
RC

, the RL will not be resonant in the
RC. Finally, since the HPL is frequency stabilized to the length of the PC, an offset phase lock loop
between RL and the PC transmitted field will be established to suppress the dynamic phase noise
δφPC − δφRC (as discussed in Section 3.1.2). This gives νPC the following value with any unintended
offsets expressed as ∆f :

ν
PC

= ν
RL
− f0 +N · FSR

RC
+ ∆f = ν

RC
+N · FSR

RC
+ ∆f. (8)

With ∆f sufficiently small, the PC circulating field should be offset in frequency from νRC by some
integer multiple of FSR

RC
, N , thus making it resonant in the RC. ∆f will be minimized tuning the

PLL offset frequencies to maximize the coupling of the PC transmitted field to the RC with the
shutter open. During the science runs these values must be maintained when the shutter is closed
[1]. This approach requires that the source for the offset frequency and the FSR of the RC are both
stable.

The RL-LO beatnote frequency, f0, will be derived from a clock that is synchronized to a 10 MHz
rubidium frequency standard with a yearly frequency drift on the order of mHz, well below our
requirement. However, macroscopic changes of the length of the RC will change the optimum offset
frequency by:

∆f
∆FSR

= N ·∆FSR
RC

= N · FSR
RC

∆L
RC

L
RC

(9)

The length changes of the RC then have to be

∆L
RC

<
∆f

∆FSR

FSR
RC

L
RC

N
=

150 µm

N
(10)

High Power

Laser

Production Cavity

Reference

Laser

PDP

COB

Regeneration Cavity

PDR Local

Oscillator

ϕRC = �RCt + �ϕRC(t)

�ϕ = �ϕPC - �ϕRC

�PC = �RC + N·FSRRC

ϕPC = �PCt + �ϕPC(t)

�RL = �RC + f0

�RC

N·FSRRC - fg

Figure 3: Layout of the cavities and control architecture for maintaining the phase lock of the PC
in the HET optical system.
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Regeneration Cavity

PDR

ϕRC = �RCt + �ϕRC(t)

�ϕ = �ϕPC - �ϕRC / 2

�PC = �RC / 2 - fg + N·FSRRC

ϕPC = �PCt + �ϕPC(t)

�RL = �RC / 2

�RC

N·FSRRC - f0 '

'

'

'

Figure 4: Layout of the cavities and control architecture for maintaining the phase lock of the PC
in the TES optical system.

between retuning measurements to ensure that ∆f < 1.5 Hz. A FSR sensing system that uses a
modified PDH sensing technique which uses phase modulated sidebands at some multiple ( 6= N)
of the FSR will also be implemented [56]. With this ∆L will be measured continuously during the
science run and if it becomes larger than 150 µm/N the run will be paused and the length of the RC
will be adjusted back to its initial value before it is started again. Options to actively control the
length of the RC during measurement runs are also being evaluated.

3.1.2 Phase lock of the PC

The series of PLLs mentioned in the previous section will also be used to reduce the frequency
or phase fluctuations δφ(t), of the PC transmitted field relative to the resonant frequency of the
RC. This system must provide the precision necessary to meet the requirements on the coherence.
Phase noise will spread the energy of the ideally monochromatic PC transmitted field over a finite
frequency band and only the frequency components which are resonant in the RC will contribute
to the signal. The energy in all frequency components outside the line-width of the RC will be
attenuated.

We require that the power integrated over all frequency components outside this bandwidth is
less than 4% of the total power. This requirement roughly translates into an upper limit for the
standard deviation (SD) of the phase noise evaluated over the storage time T of the cavity of [57]:

∆φ
SD

(t) ≈
√
〈δφ2(t)〉T < 0.2 rad (11)

which the phase lock loop between the PC transmitted field and the reference field must achieve.
Due to the high gain and fast bandwidth (∼ 300 kHz) of the control loop that stabilizes the HPL

to the PC, the phase of the PC transmitted light should be almost entirely determined by the PC
length. The PLL must then act on the length of the PC such that it follows all length changes of
the RC which are impressed on the phase of the reference laser as shown in Figure 3.

For this purpose, we developed a piezo-electric actuated mirror mount for the 2” diameter PC
input mirror that supports a control bandwidth of 4 kHz. Based on seismic measurements in the
HERA tunnel, this bandwidth, paired with an aggressive gain function is expected to be sufficient
to suppress the environmental noise [57].

3.1.3 Maintaining coherence with the TES optical system

The TES optical system is also designed to maintain the resonance of the PC circulating field with
respect to the RC, but has slightly different constraints due to the nature of the detector. While the
HET is capable of distinguishing fields with sub-Hz frequency differences [46], the presence of these
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Figure 5: Control architecture for maintaining spatial overlap. The QPDs on the COB monitor the
position of the cavity eigenmodes on the cavity mirrors PC2 and RC1. These signals are used to
align the cavity mirrors at the end stations PC1 and RC2. The aligned configuration is shown as
the solid image in the foreground, while examples of the potential alignment errors are shown as
transparent images in the background.

signals at the detector would saturate the TES, in addition to creating backgrounds indistinguishable
from the regenerated field. Therefore, the frequency of any field that may be incident on the TES
must be different enough from ν

PC
such that it can be sufficiently suppressed by optical filters and

can also be distinguished from the signal field during data processing. For this reason the optical
system for the TES will appear as seen in Figure 4. Here the RL is frequency doubled from 1064 nm
to a wavelength of 532 nm and the laser is then frequency stabilized to the RC length with the green
light coupled to the cavity. With this ν

RL
= ν′

RC
/2, where ν′

RC
is the resonance frequency of the RC

for 532 nm. This allows the green light to be filtered out of the path to the detector (not shown).
Furthermore, the TES is capable of differentiating between photons with wavelengths of 532 nm and
1064 nm.

As is the case in the HET optical system, the PC transmitted field is then offset phase locked
to the 1064 nm light from RL by actuating on the length of the PC. The frequency of the PC
transmitted field is therefore:

ν
PC

= ν
RL
− fg +N · FSR

RC
=
ν′

RC

2
− fg +N · FSR

RC
(12)

In this equation fg accounts for the relative frequency offset between the green and IR resonances
due to the difference in the reflected phase between the two wavelengths. To ensure that the PC
circulating field is resonant in the RC, the beatnote frequency, ν

PC
− ν

RL
, must be tuned for either

an even or odd number integer multiple of green wavelengths in the RC because of fg. If the RC
length for green is an odd number wavelengths of the 532 nm frequency double light from RL and
the beatnote frequency is set for an even number of wavelengths, then ν

PC
will not be resonant with

the RC length. Like the optical system for HET, this tuning will be optimized with the shutter
open, by maximizing the power of the PC transmitted light that couples to the RC.

In Figure 4 we can see that, like the optical system for the HET, the PLL between RL and the
light transmitted by the PC is used to control its length by feeding back to a piezo-electric actuator
at the curved mirror. Other than the differences discussed in this section, the optical system for the
TES adheres to the same requirements and uses the same methods as those that are used for the
HET optical system and discussed in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2.

3.2 Transversal matching

Another effect which could lead to a loss in sensitivity is related to the alignment of the axion field
into the RC. The spatial mode of the axion field entering the RC is an extension of the spatial mode
of the field inside the PC and the loss due to small alignment errors can be calculated from the
following equation:

1− η
TM
≈
(

∆x

w0

)2

+

(
∆θ

θDiv

)2

(13)
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where ∆x is the transversal shift and ∆θ is the angular misalignment between the two modes
measured at the waist of the RC. The power loss is quadratic in both terms and required to be less
than 5% in total. With a waist size of w0 = 6 mm, our requirements of ∆x < 1.2 mm correspond
to a loss in the mode matching of 4% due to transversal shifts. Since the divergence angle of the
cavities is θ

Div
= 57 µrad, the requirements of ∆θ < 5.7 µrad are equivalent to a 1% loss in the mode

matching. The systems that will control the alignment of the cavity mirrors are discussed in the
following sections.

3.2.1 Central Mirror Alignment

As the left side of Figure 5 shows, due to the geometry of the cavities, the angular misalignment
between their eigenmodes will be equal to the relative misalignment of the flat mirrors at the center
of the experiment. Therefore the alignment of these mirrors must be maintained to better than
5.7 µrad to meet our requirements. To accomplish this, both mirrors are mounted to the central
optical bench (COB), which is effectively a large stable surface designed for this purpose. It uses
no active alignment system and the system instead relies on its passive stability. A system for
monitoring the relative alignment drift between the mirrors on the COB for the HET optical system
is detailed in [1], but not shown in Figure 5.

The COB is constructed from a single aluminum plate on which all mirrors, beam splitters,
and waveplates, as well as position sensors are either mounted directly or through additional ULE
base plates [1] using ultra-stable optical mounts. Tests with an autocollimator have shown that
a prototype COB was capable of maintaining a long term alignment stability of 2 µrad over one
week in air with measured thermal alignment coefficients of ≈ 4 µrad/K in pitch and ≈ 1 µrad/K
in yaw [58, 59]. The air conditioning system of the cleanroom has been designed to maintain an
0.1 K absolute temperature stability which would, in principle, eliminate any relevant misalignment.
However, the impact of the heating of mirror PC2 by the cavity internal field on the alignment still
needs to be evaluated during the commissioning of the experiment.

3.2.2 End Mirror Alignment

Transversal shifts in the relative positions of the eigenmodes will be determined by the relative
alignment of the curved mirrors with respect to the flat mirrors on the COB, (∆θ

M
). In this case,

the coupling is determined by the ROC of the curved mirrors, R.

∆x = R∆θ
M

(14)

We should note here that ∆θ
M

is not the same as the misalignment given by the cavity eigenmodes
∆θ. With a radius of curvature in the curved mirrors of 214 m, the relative alignment between
the curved and flat mirrors for each cavity must be stabilized to better than 5.6 µrad to meet our
requirements of ∆x < 1.2 mm. As we can see, this is quite similar to the requirements on the
alignment of the flat mirrors on the COB.

As Figure 5 shows, this is done using two in-vacuum QPDs housed on the COB to monitor the
position of the cavity eigenmodes by performing DC differential measurements of the light incident
on their quandrants. These QPDs are optimized to sense the position of the 6 mm radius beam
with sub 100 µm precision [59]. Assuming that the components on the COB remain stationary, the
positions of the eigenmodes on the flat cavity mirrors PC2 and RC1, and in extension on the two
QPDs, only depend on the orientations of the curved cavity mirrors PC1 and RC2, respectively. The
differential signals from the QPDs will be fed back to active alignment stages that are capable of
controlling the pitch and yaw of the curved cavity end mirrors.

As we will see in the next section, due to the presence of wedge angles in the optics in between
the cavities mirrors on the COB, the eigenmodes will have some static transversal shift between
them. Nevertheless, this is expected to be below 200 µm. When including the < 3 µrad offsets in the
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COB cavity mirrors the cumulative mode matching losses due to the static misalignments should
be:

1− η
TM
≈
(

∆x

w
0

)2

+

(
∆θ

θ
Div

)2

< 0.5%. (15)

This is on the same order as the matching between the axion field and the PC transmitted field after
traversing the COB optics, leaving significant margin for systematic errors and drifts.

3.2.3 Quantifying the transversal matching

Like the tuning of PLL offset frequency, the alignment of the cavity eigenmodes will be quantified
using the PC transmitted field when the shutter is open. This quantification has a systematic error
due to the refraction of the beams that pass through the optical components located between the
cavity internal fields. The substrates of the cavity end mirrors have known wedge angles θ

W
between

3 and 4 µrad which will refract the PC transmitted field, but not the axion field. By clocking the
two substrates correctly to minimize their differential wedge angle ∆θW , the refraction angles will
compensate each other such that the final angular refraction is:

θ
refr

= (n− 1)∆θW < 1 µrad (16)

The refraction in PC2 will laterally shift the PC transmitted beam by ∆x < 4 µm, well below the
level of the other sources of alignment noise.

The optics in between the cavity mirrors are also made from substrates with known wedge angles
between 2 and 5 µrad and will also be clocked to reduce the overall deflection to below 2 µrad. The
total deflection angle between the beams will therefore be below 3 µrad.

Each substrate in between the cavity mirrors will laterally shift the beam off of the optical axis
of the system by:

y = d
sin(θ1 − θ2)

cos θ2
sin θ1 = n sin θ2 (17)

where d is the thickness of the substrate, θ1 the angle of incidence, θ2 the angle inside the material,
and n the index of refraction. To cancel the cumulative effect, the number of substrates which shift
the beam to the left has to be equal to the number of substrates which shift the beam to the right,
assuming that the substrates are equal in thickness and in material, and that the angle of incidence
is the same. The COB design [1] uses two substrates that shift the beam left and two that shift
it right; all at 35◦ angle of incidence and all made from fused silica. According to the vendor, the
substrates are 9.5 mm thick with a tolerance of [+0,−0.5 mm]. This results in a worst case lateral
shift of ∼ 200 µm.

Based on these numbers, the uncertainty in the resulting mode mismatch between the PC trans-
mitted field and the axion field for both degrees of freedom will be below 0.4% which will allow us
to use the PC transmitted field to verify that the overall alignment of the axion mode into the RC
is better than 95%.

4 Summary and Conclusion

ALPS II is designed to be the most sensitive LSW experiment to date with a regenerated photon
rate more than 12 orders of magnitude larger than previous experiments. The innovations in the
optical system alone account for more than 6 orders of magnitude of the increase in the regenerated
signal while the additional boost will come from the long magnetic field length and improvements in
detector technologies [44, 47, 1]. Two 122 m, high-finesse optical cavities are largely responsible for
the gains from optical system. The use of these cavities, however, presents a unique set of challenges
related to maintaining their coherence and spatial overlap. In this paper we have described the core
components of ALPS II, and how the optical system is designed to address these challenges.
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We will take great care that the spatial mode of the transmitted light from the PC that is
incident on the RC is an accurate representation of the axion mode. This will allow us to quantify
the coherence and mode matching of the axion field with respect to the RC. The length and alignment
sensing system for the lasers and the cavities is based on PDH and DWS, well established phase
sensing schemes with sufficient sensitivity to monitor all relevant degrees of freedom. Additionally,
we developed and tested different actuators which should have enough range and bandwidth to
operate ALPS II in the HERA tunnels.

We also discussed our plans to employ two different schemes to detect the regenerated photon
signal. The first one is the HET and is described in detail in an accompanying paper, while the second
scheme uses a TES and will be implemented following the HET science runs. The experiment itself
is presently under construction and aiming for a first science run in 2021. Once fully operational,
the optical system should allow ALPS II to be able to detect axions with a 95% confidence level for
coupling constants as low as gaγγ = 2× 10−11/GeV using 20 days of valid science data.
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